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Stories about corruption and internally government-generated violence concerning most
unaligned countries abound in the MSM. These lies fuel hatred. And the public at large start
a malicious rumor circuit. Which, in turn is taken over by the MSM, so that their lies are
pushing in open doors. The war drums start beating. The populace wants foreign imposed
order, they want blood and ‘regime change’. The consensus for war has once more worked.
And the blood may flow. Instigated by outside forces, such as the NED (National Endowment
for Democracy) and USAID, which train and fund nationals clandestinely in-and outside the
country where eventually they have to operate. They are commandeered by Washington
and other western powers and act so as to blame the “non-obedient” governments, whose
regime must be changed. They constitute part of the Fifth Column.

A Fifth Column is a group of people, who undermine the government of a country in support
of the enemy. They can be both covert and open. The term Fifth Column originates from the
Spanish Civil War, when in October 1936 nationalist rebel General Mola initiated the coup
d’état against the legitimate Republican Government. This marked the beginning of the
Spanish Civil War. General Mola besieged Madrid with four “columns” of troops and claimed
he had a “Fifth Column”, hiding inside the city. The term was henceforth used for infiltrated
enemies within a legitimate government. Mola, the mastermind behind the coup died in a
1937 plane crash, and General Francisco Franco became Spain’s dictator for the next almost
40 years. He prevailed over the Republican resistance thanks to Hitler’s and Mussolini’s air
support.

Now what’s the true story behind the violence-plagued Nicaragua and Venezuela, and the
treacherous new Moreno government in Ecuador?

Take Nicaragua – it all started with the Board of Directors of the Nicaragua Social Security
Institute (INSS) on 16 April 2018 approving an IMF-imposed social security reform, modified
and then supported by President Ortega. The reform maintained social security at its current
level, but would increasing employer contributions by 3.5% to pension and health funds,
while only slightly increasing worker contributions by 0.75% and shifting 5% of pensioners’
cash transfer into their healthcare fund. These reforms triggered the coup attempt initiated
by the business lobby and backed by the Nicaraguan oligarchy.

Student  protests  were  already  ongoing  in  different  university  cities  in  connection  with
university elections. These protests were re-directed against the Ortega government with
the help of US-funded NGOs and the Catholic Church, an ally of the wealthy in most of Latin
America. Some of the students involved in ‘re-directing’ the protests were brought to the US
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for training by the Freedom House, a long-time associate of the CIA. USAID announced an
additional US$ 1.5 million to build opposition to the Ortega Government. These funds along
with financing from the NED will be channeled to NGOs to support anti-government protests.
For more details, see this also.

Summarizing, in the course of the weeks following the coup, violence increased leaving a
total of more than 300 dead by early August. Even though Ortega reversed the pension
measures, unrests continued, now demanding the resignation of the President and Vice-
President,  his  wife  Rosario  Murillo  Zambrana.  Daniel  Ortega,  a  Sandinista  and  former
guerilla leader, was first elected President in 1985. It is clear that the US and the dark forces
behind  the  empire  were  preparing  Fifth  Column-type  groups  to  intervene  and  take
advantage of any social upheaval in the country to bring about regime change. What could
have and would have been contained, continued as US inspired violent protests eventually
aiming  at  the  overthrow  of  Ortega’s  government.  That  would  bring  Central  America,
Honduras, Guatemala, Nicaragua – and Panama – in line with US policies. Will Washington
succeed?

On Venezuela – In mid-June 2018, I was privileged to be invited to Caracas as one of several
international economists to participate in a Presidential Economic Advisory Commission – to
discuss  internal  and  external  economic  issues.  Without  going  into  details  of  the
commission’s deliberations – it is absolutely clear who is behind the food and medicine
boycotts (empty supermarket shelves), and the induced internal violence. It is a carbon
copy of what the CIA under Kissinger’s command did in Chile in 1973 which led to the
murder of the legitimate and democratically elected President Allende and to the Pinochet
military coup; except, Venezuela has 19 years of revolutionary experience, and built up
some tough resistance.

To understand the context ‘Venezuela’, we may have to look a bit at the country’s history.

Before the fully democratically and internationally observed election of Hugo Chavez in
1998, Venezuela was governed for at least 100 years by dictators and violent despots which
were directed by and served only the United States. The country, extremely rich in natural
resources,  was  exploited  by  the  US  and  Venezuelan  oligarchs  to  the  point  that  the
population  of  one  of  the  richest  Latin-American  countries  remained  poor  instead  of
improving its standard of living according to the country’s natural riches. The people were
literally enslaved by Washington controlled regimes.

A  first  coup  attempt  by  Comandante  Hugo  Chavez  in  1992  was  oppressed  by  the
Government of  Carlos Andrés Pérez and Chavez was sent to prison along with his co-
golpistas. After two years, he was freed by the Government of Rafael Caldera.

During  Peréz’  first  term  in  office  (1974-1979)  and  his  predecessors,  Venezuela  attained  a
high economic growth based almost exclusively on oil exports. Though, hardly anything of
this growth stayed in the country and was distributed to the people. The situation was pretty
much the same as it is in today’s Peru which before the 2008 crisis and shortly thereafter
had phenomenal growth rates – between 5% and 8% – of which 80% went to 5% of the
population, oligarchs and foreign investors, and 20% was to be distributed to 95% of the
population – and that on a very uneven keel. The result was and is a growing gap between
rich and poor, increasing unemployment and delinquency.
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Venezuela before Chavez lived practically on a monoculture economy based on petrol.
There was no effort towards economic diversification. To the contrary, diversification could
eventually help free Venezuela from the despot’s fangs, as the US was the key recipient of
Venezuela’s petrol  and other riches.  Influenced by the 1989 Washington Consensus,  Peréz
made a drastic turn in his second mandate (1989-1993) towards neoliberal reforms, i.e.
privatization  of  public  services,  restructuring  the  little  social  safety  benefits  laborers  had
achieved, and contracting debt by the IMF and the World Bank. He became a model child of
neoliberalism, to the detriment of Venezuelans. Resulting protests under Peréz’ successor,
Rafael Caldera, became unmanageable. New elections were called and Hugo Chavez won in
a first round with more than 56%. Despite an ugly Washington inspired coup attempt (“The
Revolution will  Not be Televised”, 2003 documentary about the attempted 2002 coup),
Hugo Chavez stayed in power until his untimely death 2013. Comandante Chavez and his
Government reached spectacular social achievements for his country.

Washington will not let go easily – or at all, to re-conquer Venezuela into the new Monroe
Doctrine,  i.e.  becoming  re-integrated  into  Washington’s  backyard.  Imagine  this  oil-rich
country, with the world’s largest hydrocarbon reserves, on the doorsteps of the United
Sates’ key refineries in Texas, just about 3 to 4 days away for a tanker from Venezuela, as
compared to 40 to 45 days from the Gulf, where the US currently gets about 60% of its
petrol  imports.  An  enormous  difference  in  costs  and  risks,  i.e.  each  shipment  has  to  sail
through the Iran-controlled Strait of Hormuz.

In addition,  another socialist  revolution as one of  Washington’s southern neighbor – in
addition to Cuba –  is  not  convenient.  Therefore,  the US and her  secret  forces will  do
everything to bring about regime change, by constant economic aggressions, blockades,
sanctions, boycotts of imports and their internal distribution – as well as outrights military
threats. The recent assassination attempt of President Maduro falls into the same category.

And let’s not forget, Venezuela’s neighbor Colombia, fully under Washington’s control, has
just recently become a NATO country. How absurd, the North Atlantic Treaty Organization,
stationed in a South American country. But then, NATO is also in Afghanistan, Syria, in the
Balkans and wherever US-instigated conflicts need to be fought. Colombian and Venezuela
share  a  border  of  some  2,200  km  of  which  about  1,500  are  difficult  to  control  ‘porous’
jungle, from where clandestine as well as overt military infiltrations are relatively easy. They
may also spread to other South American countries. It’s already happening into countries
with open doors for US military, like Peru, Brazil, Argentina and Chile.

Less  than 5 years  ago,  80% of  Latin  American populations lived under  democratically
elected,  left-leaning  governments.  It  took  South  America  some  20-25  years  to  free
themselves from the fangs of the Monroe Doctrine. Now in the course of a few years the
trend has been reversed, through US intervention with election manipulations – Argentina,
Ecuador, Chile – and parliamentary coups – Brazil, Paraguay, Uruguay. – Venezuela, together
with Bolivia and Cuba, today is Latin America’s last holdout and hope.

Back to the present – Washington’s goal is “regime change” with the help of a strong Fifth
Column, infiltrated in key financial institutions and all the support that comes with it, NED,
CIA et al. However, President Maduro has a solid block of 6 million voters behind him, and is
embarking  with  full  integrity  on  a  path  of  “Resistance  Economy”.  In  fact,  the  recent
introduction of the hydrocarbon-backed Petro, and the new just announced Petro-backed
Bolivar  –  are  first  steps  in  the  right  direction;  an  attempt  to  de-dollarize  Venezuela’s
economy.  Other  measures,  like  massive  efforts  to  become  autonomous  in  food  and
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industrial  goods,  à  la  Russia,  rebuild  the  agricultural  sector  and  industrial  parks,  are
measures to regain economic sovereignty.

On Ecuador – President Rafael Correa has worked with Lenin Moreno, who was his Vice-
President  and  close  ally  during  many  years.  It  is  therefore  a  bit  strange  that  Correa
apparently did not know Moreno is a traitor, what he clearly has become soon after taking
office.  Correa’s  internal  support  was  still  strong,  despite  his  decline  among  indigenous
people after his (US forced) Amazon petroleum concessions. Though incited by many of the
people at large to change the Constitution and run for a third term, he was warned by
Washington not to do so, and instead, to promote Moreno as his successor. Correa knows
what such warnings mean. He was almost killed in a 2010 Washington inspired police coup,
widely thought being linked to his attempt to abandon the US dollar as the Ecuadorian
currency and return to the Sucre; and Correa’s memory is still fresh enough to recall the
‘accidental airplane’ death of one of his predecessor’s, President Roldo, who changed the
rules for (mostly US) hydrocarbon corporations in 1981.

What lays ahead for Ecuador does not look bright. Several IMF inspired reforms – yes,
Ecuador returned to the IMF and World Bank – might reverse social gains achieved under
the Correa Regime for the working and indigenous people. Also, a breach on free speech by
Moreno is imminent: He announced already a while ago that Julian Assange’s (Wikileaks)
days in the Ecuadorian Embassy in London are counted. If and when Assange has to leave
the Embassy, he will likely be arrested by UK police and eventually handed over to the US –
where he may expect a very uncertain, but possibly violent future.

*

Peter Koenig is an economist and geopolitical analyst. He is also a water resources and
environmental specialist. He worked for over 30 years with the World Bank and the World
Health Organization around the world in the fields of environment and water. He lectures at
universities in the US, Europe and South America. He writes regularly for Global Research;

ICH; RT; Sputnik; PressTV; The 21st Century; TeleSUR; The Vineyard of The Saker Blog; and
other internet sites. He is the author of Implosion – An Economic Thriller about War,
Environmental Destruction and Corporate Greed – fiction based on facts and on 30 years of
World Bank experience around the globe. He is also a co-author of The World Order and
Revolution! – Essays from the Resistance.
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